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ABSTRACT 

 Intra-Organizational learning and knowledge management has increasingly 

becomes a subject of extreme importance as organizations round the globe are working 

on increasing their productive efficiency through continuously working on their human 

and intellectual capital. The core focus of this paper is to take into account the core 

issues that hamper and accelerate the process of knowledge generation, codification, 

retention and transfer within an organization. The role of social networking, individual 

relationships, experiencing, multi-tasking are the focal areas that have been taken into 

consideration while studying the knowledge management process at different levels 

within an organization. 

Key-words:  Organizational Learning, Knowledge Management, Generation, 

Codification, Retention, Transfer 

1. Introduction 

 It is evident that an organization keeps on learning and the pace is settled in the 

perspective of two notions change and plans, whenever there is a technology shift or if 

an organization plans for diversification (Senge, 1990) to ensure an edge in such a 

competitive market place. Individual learning and organizational learning are two 

different spheres, the culture advocates the possibility of organizational learning. The 

intrinsic concept of organizational learning has been a concrete part of the management 

literature but it gained the wide span recognition in the second half of 1990s (Easterby-

Smith, 1999); learning as a faculty belong to an individual mind, the process of thinking 

and remebering (Prange, 1999) but when it becomes a group activity with a clear sense 
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of objectivity, then we call it organizaitonal. This collective approach of learning , the 

connection of individual and organizational learning is based upon a corelation between 

the incomplete input from a member which is combined among memebers and get a 

complete over view (Argyris, 1996), the concept of collective wisdom. 

 Intra-organizational learning is purely an objective aspect of learning as it is 

initiated because of and carried on because of and this because of as new knowledge is 

deposited in due repositores with an aim to retain it for quiet sometime (Argote, 2000). 

Eventhough learning seems objective when it comes to Organization but it is not 

necessary that every learning is fruitful or to be used, the pro-active learning leads to 

outcome that often are not accepted or appreciated by the surroundings in which an 

organization operates, contrary to adaptive learning that is reactionary mode of learning 

to accommodate internal and external environmental changes while advanced or pro-

active learning is higher or strategic/generative learning  (Argyris C. & Schön D, 1978; 

Fiol,1985; Dodgson, 1991). Experimental learning, is deducing meaning from direct 

experience (Itin, 1999) although it produces results in the shorter run but fails in the 

longer spell as repitition of the same does not allow to look into the changes that had to 

be incorporated over time as the concept of change accomodation describes. 

Organization and it subunits [departments] share/transfer knowledge to one another and 

collective learning takes place, often through experince and sometimes in speculative 

mode rather immitating the same act to produce desired results, for instance a new tool 

is brought by one department and being used, at the same time by involving people 

from other departments the knowledge of the tool can be transferred, learning can be 

made easy by involving people with expert on a porject or assignment. Overall, it can be 

said that organizational learning is a process that undertakes all the departments, 

division and stations across organization and in fact it is like making all members learn 

and having itself transformed all the times (Mike Pedler, 1991). 

 The core sub-processes relate to roganizational learning are, creating, codifying, 

retaining and disseminating knowledge across organization in order to have a uniform 

flow of knowledge, keeping every one on board.Creating knowledge refers to the 

interaction of group of employees within organization who are involved in a new task 
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and gain new dimensions of knowledge, once the task is accomplished and they may 

use this knwledge to create value for the organization, in another way the combination 

of individual knowledge may pave the way for a new knowledge sphere which adds 

productive value for the organization. The core challenge being faced by a firm is to 

generate knowledge from the source and make it available where it is required 

(Ruggles, 1998; Fahey, 1998); Knowledge codification is to transform individual and 

group knowledge in easy, understandable and usable form and make it something of 

use for every one involved in organizational functions and processes as documenting 

the knowledge. Retaining knowledge is to link knowledge repositories in an objective 

manner as Knowledge is influenced by external influences as well as internal 

influences; knowledge may become a competitive advantage, but may also contribute to 

inertia. If a company is bathed in the true spirit of learning (Senge, 1994), it will develop 

structures and processes which create a balanced and complementary effort towards 

combining knowledge acquisition from inside and outside of the firm. Disseminating 

knowledge with in organization incorporates three broader ways as awareness, 

understanding and action (Serrat, 2009) and these are combined to utlize knowledge in 

achieving goal. Organizational learning is purely objective and it is fairly stimulated by 

knowledge obsolense or the performance of specific departments (technological 

automation, product diversification). 

 Measuring learning efficiency of an organization coupled with assessment of 

chages in knowledge is an intricate task; as tacit knowledge is difficult to be 

documented, difficult to be verbalized (Berry, 1984) and most of what is documented is 

related to experience, further more the active knowledge repositories within an 

orgnization are humans and non-humans, these non human repositories where 

captured knowledge is retained and stored must be organized in an accesible manner 

as the focus of Organizaitonal learning is based upon building organizationl capability 

(Armstrong,2000; Pettigrew,1991). These non-human repositories are (Bacdayan, 

1994) Organizational routines—multi-actor, interlocking, reciprocally-triggered 

sequences of actions— a major source of the reliability and speed of organizational 

performance. 
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 The counter phase of measuring learning within organization is to focus on 

individual and department’s performance linked with experience, but it is even difficult to 

relate measurement of learning with experience as there are scores of factors that affect 

individual performance, as psychological and social (Koppes, 2007; O'Connor, 2006; 

Stringer, 2007; Mitchell, 2003; W.C. Borman, 2003; Locke, 1990; Latham, 2005; 

Kozlowski, 2003; Salas & Stagl, 2004; Van Vianen, 2001; Anderson, Ones, & Sinangil, 

2002; Schmidt, 1998;  Leonard, 1998;  Pfeffer, 1999) organizational context and 

information technology (IT) applications (Soonhee Kim, 2010;  Robertson, 2008) and 

other work place related factors as mentioned by campbell (1990) that several 

performance parameters that may have important implications for the job performance 

setting and should be investigated by industrial and organizational psychologists. A 

variation in human experience is multi-dimensional but the peculiarity is that, there has 

always been a positive relationship between diversified human experience and 

organizational performance. The sole aim is to focus upon intra-organizational learning 

process that appears in two distinct spheres as inside a department,sub-unit, strategic 

business unit or section and between/among departments, divisions, sections, sub-units 

etc,. 

2. Review of related literature 

 The Organizational learning process actively takes place in two different 

dimensions as sequential {knowledge creation, codification, retention, dissemination} 

and procedural that lies in basic networks and their combination that occurs due to 

change in working knowledge and experiences that undertake exploitation and 

exploration activities  (Mary M. Crossan, 1999).The operational side of the organization 

runs through the combination of Man-Machine-Task (production, quality control, stores, 

packing,maintenanace etc) while the functional side of the organization runs through the 

combination of Member-Task. The core difference that is to be considered between 

these two orgnizational spheres is that, in operations the dominanace is of machine, so 

the knowledge repository is non-human i.e. [machines], the importance of Man is evenly 

parallel to machine in a facilitating condition (Hartness, 1912; Wilson, 1995; Richard 

Chase, 2001) but the output is based upon machine knowledge and performance. While 
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in functions the focal knowledge is in humans as the output is based upon human and 

machine is in facilitating condition. It is difficult to frame the learning sphere of any 

organization with a vital theoratical construct, since that, an organization runs through 

the combination of functions and operations and the knowledge repositories of these 

two factions run along side. The most important and key element is the human factor 

(Drucker, 2002; Davenport, 1998; Sveiby, 1997) in acquiring and maintaining functional 

(member-task) and operational (member-tool-task) knowledges. 

 In member-task performance, the best men (employees) are selected for the job 

and their interaction with in the group and other allied groups increases organizational 

performance and interactiveness as group based {project based} (Evensen, 2000); 

learning has been named as problem based learning  as during the task reflecting and 

responding to problem (Barrows, 1988) intiates a new mode of learning withiin the 

group and organization as well. 

 In member-tool-task a provision of new knowledge seems dependent upon the 

technology being used by the performers. It brings a sense of interaction among people, 

it is quiet possible that the standings and behavior of an employee is different in his 

group as compared to what he exposes in organization. The organizational layers of 

behavior and interaction are different from departmental layers and tares. The core is 

forming networks within departments, among departements, within organization and 

among organizations. According to Miles and Snow (Miles, Snow, 1986), networks - 

considered as forms of flexible work - also encourage cooperation because of the 

informality which characterizes them. Informality of interpersonal relationship brings 

people to share more knowledge in the explicit form, which is usually hard to make 

explicit (Nonaka, Takeuchi, 1995). It is noted that the chnages in the social positioning 

of a member in a group, in a department and in an organization also affects the learning 

process within organization. Organization, as a whole takes into account the collective 

goal and the residing knowledge at this level is in its accumulated form, while at 

departmental and individual level the shape of knowledge is different and it appears in 

more of its individual or personal form. 
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 There are lots of studies available in Intra-organizational learning but our main 

aim is to look into those sub-processes that are changed in accordance with the main 

processes, because the new generation of knowledge management focuses upon down 

the line changes that are presumeabily the outcome of Top Management’s involvement 

in the whole process. The net work of knowledge management is getting wider and 

bigger and loops are widen enough to envelope whole organization into their fold. 

3. Knowledge Creation 

 It is evident that every organization keeps its own pace and set of knowledge and 

this pace and set of knowledge is influenced by the people who interact with each other, 

individual characteristics of organizational members do effect the process of knowledge 

creation as it is a balance between knowledge and knowing (Cook, 1999) and a creative 

dance between knowledge and knowing. The issue of diversity is even critical at this 

stage as an organizational knowledge is to undertake internal and external factors at the 

same time and in fact the intrinsic understanding of this area needs extensive focus 

(Ashby, 1956; E. Rullani, 1990) since that, as long as market is rigid and conservative 

the prevailing knowledge base is enough to cater the requirements of the corresponding 

market but the moment market goes complex and segmented; product diversification 

becomes a critical success factor that needs creation of new knowledge. 

 The role of diversity in intra-organizational knowledge creation sustains the core 

value (March, 1991) and knowledge diversity is proposed as the very source of 

organization innovation and adaptability (Molani, 2003). It is evident that by every 

passing day organizations seem more dependent on diverse groups; especialy in 

product innovation, problem solving and efficiency increment (Dahlin, 2005) and 

prevailing scenario advocates the possibility of better consequences if organization 

bring experts to solve complex problems (Cagan, 2002). The challenge being faced by 

organizations round the globe is to manage increasingly diverse workforce (Offerman, 

1990; Lyness, 1997) and in this very regard different studies have been undertaken to 

understand the control of knowledge and having it communicated in a cost effective 

mennaer to people from different backgrounds (Riordan, 2001; Williams, 1998; Milliken, 

1996).  
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 The issue of demographic diversity has it clarified that hetrogenous groups are 

more supportive (Cox, 1991) and appear innovative (Jehn, 1999; O'Reilly, 1997) and 

their role in complex problem solving is more effective (Kirchmeyer, 1992). 

Organizational groupings are always task orineted and it has been observed that 

hetrogeneous groups appear more creative and functional as compared to 

homogeneous groups and the level of one another’s acceptance is higher in these 

groups. Diversly educated and composed Top Management teams give corporation an 

edge (Pfau, 2005) and they are more active and advanced as compared to their 

homogeneous counterparts (Jackson, 1989; Hambrick DC, 1996; Daniel Henneke, 

2007). In the very case of new product development and product innovation projects, 

multifunctional project teams speed up the project (Eisenhardt, 1995). These 

hetrogeneous groups stimulate the process of divergent thinking and this diversity in 

thinking bring about more objective discussions during group meetings that pave the 

way towards solutions for complex problems. Rotating members across groups bring 

new knowledge and share it with their co-workers (A Kane, 2005). In fact rotation of 

group memebers and formation of ad-hoc project based groups and returning of 

members back to their original groups generate a pool of knowledge across 

organizations (Lushan Pan, 2010) and sharing of knowledge moderates the context of 

new knowledge creation. Inter group relationship and multi-tasking, keeping more than 

one group in a pool, gives opportunity to joint practices within a team working model, 

where the principles of effective team working are examined as well as the interaction of 

context, tasks, team roles and processes; only if diverse individuals work together in 

teams in a context where they can learn from the outcomes of their actions will bring the 

possibility of successful innovation. (Abbott, 1992; Adler, 1990; Adler P. S., 1993; 

Addleson, 1996), this interaction not only produces new sphere of knowledge but even 

ignites communities of understanding that strengthens the Organizational learning 

process further and farther (Agor, 1996). 

 Social Networking and informal relationships seem even very helpful and 

developmental in new knowledge creation within Organization (Hansen, 1996) as in 

order to maintain a sustainable competititve advantage a firm is in need to  produce 
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innovative applications through combination and recombination of existing knowledge 

(Kogut, 1992) company’s own knowledge generating capabilities bear more fruit than 

relying on external sources as News letter, training programmes, workshops, 

videographic presentations, peer-subordinate sessions, knowledge circles etc. 

 The importance of inerpersonal networks for organizations is the core insight of 

economic sociology and organization theory. A number of studies show the relevalnce 

of key network concepts, such as tie strength (Granovetter, 1973), closure (Coleman, 

1988) and structural holes (Burt, 1992), to a variety of collective and individual 

outcomes in organizational contexts, such as promotion and rewards, turnover, learning 

and knowledge sharing and innovation (Burt, 1992; Hansen 1999; Krackhardt and 

Porter, 1985; Obstfld, 2005; Podolny and Baron, 1997), and the knowledge transfer is 

facilitated by the intensive social interaction of organizational actors (Andrew C Inkpen, 

2005) and these actors generate new knowledge during the course of their interaction. 

 In a variety of relevant contexts {rational working groups or teams and meetings} 

the idea exchange and knowledge sharing becomes an prominent aspect of group 

interaction (Antoszkiewicz, 1992; Galegher, 1990) while the brainstorming session in 

groups pave the way for generating new ideas as compared to isolated brain storming 

(Mullen, 1991), another study by Paulus and Young suggested that brainstorming 

sessions accelaerate the idea exchange process within a group and these sessions are 

the fundamental means to bring creativity and innovation in an organization, (Yang, 

2000). The opportunity of interaction not only generates new knowledge but refine and 

reform the existing knowledge as experience sharing sessions excells the 

participants/group members to share in the light of empirical evidence and the core 

basis for these empirical evidence is experience. 

 In this very connection the Man-tool basis task in an organizationn generates 

new spheres of knowledge as in Business Process Re-Engineering {BPR}, the core 

focus is technological automation and when the technology is automated and new 

technology is brought in then organizational memebers who used to produce the same 

product with obsolete technology try to find a link between the old and new technology 

and this link justifies the changes which they find from old to new, they even generate 
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new knowledge as the focal point of bringing new thechnology is by far bringnging new 

knowledge and mechanism in an organization (Carr, 2003)  

 In short, it can be said that past and recent studies emphasized the people 

phenomena in knowledge creation and significantly emphasize over the intra-

orgsanizaitonal social networkig, groups, teams and people gathering as the prime 

source of bringing in novel ideas and new knowledge in an organization. Human being 

are considered as the source which not only generates knowledge but even exemplifies 

the usage and reformation upto desired and demanded extent. 

Problems and Significant Factors affecting knowledge CREATION process 

1. Environemtal and Organizational context in which knowledge creation takes 

place, is needed to be taken into account in order to develop a holistic framework 

for knowledge creation (Christine W. Soo, 2002)  

2. Provision of resources required for problem solving as knowledge fundamentals, 

knowledge networks values and functional/operational systems (Jaana 

Woiceshyn, 2008) 

3. Principal role of organizational hierarchy and the concerned problem relevant to 

organizational routines and practices (Raybaut, 2004) 

4. Limitations in knowledge creation hampers the flow of sustainable advantage 

(Bhatt, 2000) 

4. Knowledge Codification 

 In fact, codification of knowledge can reduce the costs of knowledge acquisition. 

In its true sense, codification reduces the costs and improves the reliability of 

information storage and recall and through codification; knowledge is becoming more 

like a commodity that paves the way for knowledge description in the very right 

perspective of objective contents and intellectual property and eventually it leads to 

economize the cost of knowledge acquisition (Simon, 1982). The due steps in 

codification are encircled within the fold of applied technology in order to not only gain 

the process economization but even hold the time frame at fast track. Devenport and 

Prusak consider codification as a process with the help of which knowledge becomes 
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portable, re-usable and trnasferable,(Davenport T. H., 1998). Unfortunately, the step of 

knowledge codification has not had been very well described, understood and naratted 

in knowledge management studies. There is therefore a need to explore and 

understand better the process of knowledge codification as a vehicle for affecting the 

transfer of knowledge with in organization. While applying the term codification to 

knowledge, conversely, KM reviewers such as Davenport and Prusak (1998) and 

Ruggles (1997) give the impression to shine over the social dimensions to knowledge 

codification which trail from the generation, usage and elucidation of the codes required 

to communicate knowledge. Furthermore, the collected works on communities of 

practice proposes that alike knowledge bases and “shared histories of learning” 

(Wenger, 1998) tie practitioners in informal relationships which, according to Wenger 

and Snyder (2000), are the model platform for sharing and disseminating finest 

practices across the organization.  

 The role of information and communication technologies cannot be undermined 

or overlooked when we discuss them in knowledge codification and by every passing 

day the due importance is touching new heights, the same has had been the core topic 

of different Research studies (Boland Jr. and Tenkasi, 1995; Alavi, 1999; Scarbrough et 

al., 1999; Swan et al., 1999a; Robertson et al., 2000). Information technology facilitates 

the process of development of non-human repositories, while intra-group 

communication is most significant a tool to establish human repositories in an 

organization.  

 The core of knowledge codification is to convert this codified knowledge into 

application which is the intrinsic function of the whole process to gain competititve 

advantage and this externalization of knowledge is needed for sharing (Choo, 1998) 

among groups within organizations, due to the inherent nature of continuous refinement 

in KM, transformations are never constant. Thus the ratio of input and output in every 

phase of knowledge transformation is inelastic and non-linear (Datta, 2010) and 

continuously in need of revision, amendments and changes. Inter-group relationship 

with reference to knowledge exchange is very strong and creative as every group 

comes across a new set of knowledge and their day to day interaction provides them 
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ample chances to share with one another and put the new knowledge into practice and 

use knowledge to solve critical and complex problems (Cassi, 2007) and carry the same 

forward as a continuous process. 

Problems and Significant Factors affecting knowledge CODIFICATION process 

1. Cost-benefit analysis of codification with respect to tacit and explicit knowledge 

as tacit knowledge is difficult to be codified in its true and applied sense. (Robin 

Cowan, 2000) 

2. Compatibility of codification with intra organizational knowledge tranfer, 

innovation, classification and communication (Lundh-Snis, 2010) 

3. Maintain Standardization in tacit experiences and explicit procedural knowledge 

(Zollo, 1998) 

4. Studying and keep in mind the role of practicing communities of workers who are 

keen about the difference between tacit and codified explicit knowledge. (B. 

Ancori,  2000) 

5. Knowledge Retention 

 The fundamental issue in Knowledge retention is to get down to the repositories 

where knowledge is embeded  (Levitt, 1988), organizational members’ insight and 

experiences generate knowledge, Such insights and experiences either exemplified in 

individuals or implanted in organizations as processes or practices. The process of 

knowledge codification and dissemination is dependent upon knowledge retention or 

‘knowledge categorization’ as the intra-organizational learning seems reliant on features 

of individual memory (Hastie, 1984;  Johnson, 1987) when member-member & member-

task [functional] tasks are derived, same as in member-tool-task [operational] 

relationship. 

 We need to look into the core division of an organization in order to understand 

the intrinsic knowledge repositories that not only keep organizational knowledge but are 

the core sources for organizational learning. Intra-organizational linkages are formed 

through these sources when we discuss Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR) and 

Business Process Improvement (BPI). 
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 Every organization is a combination of certain functional and operational 

departments, services based organizations [consultants, lawyers, Training] are 

dominantly functional organizations where operational departments provide back up to 

functional departments on the other hand Manufacturing Organizations [Construction, 

product based manufacturing etc.] incorporate the complex operational processes to 

generate output and functional departments in these organizations are providing back 

up to the core operational departments. Manufacturing organizations are based upon 

operations which derive member-tool-task relationship and the Knowledge repositories 

are most of the time are non-human and flow of knowledge in the organization is limited 

to the sphere of technology in-use and the process of knowledge creation, codification 

is linked with the Business Process Re-Engineering {technological automation} while 

the Service based organizations are functional and their knowledge repositories are 

human and the process of knowledge creation and codification seems linked with 

members’ knowledge and they work upon Business Process Improvement. We further 

strengthen our standpoint with reference to knowledge areas and types in these 

organizations that would exemplify the repositories of knowledge in these organizations 

as: 

Table 1: Comparison of Manufacturing & Service Organizations 
Member-Tool-Task Relationship Human Resource 

Management 
Production 

 Finance and Accounts Supply Chain Management
 Administration Quality Control 
 Marketing and Sales Packing and Packaging 
 Training and Development Delivery 
 Stores After Sales Technical 

support 
 Customer Services Trouble Shooting 
 Documentation Data Base Management 
  Maintenance 
Service Organization Human Resource 

Management 
Data Base Management 

Member-Task, Member-Member 
Relationship 

Finance and Accounts Maintenance 

 Administration 
 Marketing and Sales 
 Training and Development 
 Customer Services 
 Documentation 
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Table 2: Organization & Knowledge Type 

 Organization Type  Organization Type 
Manufacturing Services 
Knowledge Area Knowledge Area 
Production/Manufacturing Training & Development 
Knowledge Type Knowledge Type 
Machines Training Trends 
Process of Production New Courses Development 
Trouble Shooting Consumer Behavior 
Safety Procedures Customer Relationship 
Floor Lay out Impression Management 
Raw Materials Personal Effectiveness 
Time and Motion Framework Self Academic Up-gradation  
Job Description  

 It would be a challenging task to define and measure knowledge, especially at 

intra-organizational level of analysis as (Hargadon, 2002) most of the time, Researchers 

focus upon the cognitions of organizational members (McGrath, 2001; Huff, 2002) to 

ascertain organizational knowledge. According to the framework of McGrath and 

Argote, (Argote L., 1993) knowledge is embedded in the three basic elements of 

organizations—members, tools, and tasks—and the various sub-networks formed by 

combining or crossing the basic elements. As described earlier that human repositories 

are the most significant one that not only store knowledge but by the passage of time 

revise it and incorporate it with required and due changes and amendments. Intellectual 

capital (IC), the knowledge assets, has become one of the most-sought after business 

management subjects; it correspondingly regulates success or failure of modern 

enterprises. Furthermore, many researchers regard intellectual capital as an asset that 

generates a company’s modest advantage and productive value (Dong et al, 2010). It 

must be kept in mind that knowledge retention is fundamentally focusing upon those 

specific areas of knowledge that is at risk of departure and loss (Holsapple, 2002; 

Snyder, 2000; Snyder C. &., 1998) and the core of intra-organizational learning is to 

have this knowledge codified pro-actively before it is wasted or hand washed. Floating 

knowledge repositores are even stronger in an organization and members joining new 

groups and coming back to their mother groups leaves a knowledge gap and this gap is 

to be filled through continuous knowledge upgradation keeping corresponding 

memebers on board. 
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Problems and Significant Factors affecting knowledge RETENTION process 

1. Organization’s structures and working systems are necessary to be taken into 

close consideration as these two vary from organization to organization (Lam, 

1997) 

2. Implications on Human Resource Management practices to knowledge transfer 

and expertise retention in case of tacit knowledge  (Fish, 2000) 

3. The flow of human capital and organization’s physical expansion and amount of  

new knowledge production (Madsen, 2002) 

4. Develop a clear relation, balance and harmony among knowledge based 

resources, activities and return on investment (ROI)  (McManus, 2003) 

5. Knowledge Transfer 

 Movement of members between groups is a fundamental way of intra-

organizational knowledge transfer (Rothwell, 1978; Allen, 1977), studies show that sub 

units posses implicit (specialized) knowledge and their interaction provides ample 

opportunity in transfering this knowledge from one unit to another (Huber, 1991), inter-

unit link and network enables unites to learn from one another and paves the way 

towards accessing required knowledge (Hansen M. T., 1999) as this networking 

establishes a shared social context which links different units to one another (Gresov, 

1993) and their linkage dilutes the self-centric perception and reduces the notion of 

individuality and swift knowledge transfer starts taking place that leads to organizational 

learning and this learning network difuses the hindrane of conventional hierarchicahl 

structure. 

 All the organizational units are interlinked with one another being the part of an 

organization but their active part, place and prminance in overall processing captiones 

their abilities to acquire and absorb new knowledge, rather acquire new knowledge from 

external sources and transfer it accordingly to other units (Tsai, 2001), this units enjoys 

central position and due to its central positioning it emits and absorb knowledge at the 

same time. 
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 This positioning often creates an imbalance in the process of knowledge transfer 

as the central unit needs specific resources for gaining external knowledge and 

innovativeness but this new knowledge cannot be disseminated to other units if proper 

relationship is not there and unevenness of different units hamper the desired level 

needed to accept new knowledge (Szulanski, 1996). It is for sure that central unit(s) in 

an organization bring(s) innvoation, new knowledge and ideas into organization and 

become(s) starmark for other units; since that, because of their unique positioning, there 

are ample chances to come across new knowledge areas and by developing a 

socialized network intra-organizaitonal knowledge ransfer can generate more economic 

value and strengths (Coleman J. S., 1990) on lasting basis. 

 The corresponding relationship among groups appear in two different facets as 

routine-task relationship and project-task relationship; in routine-task relationship, the 

intra-organizational social networking is beneficial as it allows memebers to share and 

transfer knowledge easily to one another on individual and group basis (Leavitt, 1951) 

but, on the other hand the project-task relationship seems intense and rapid and opens 

an opportunity for involved group memebers towards innovation and new knowledge 

generation while this knowledge transfer canot take place in a centralized manner, as 

this knowledge is experiential in nature and every involved member passes through 

certain process, right from the project commencement till termination and this 

knowledge transfer process takes place in a de-centralized manner as specialized 

knowledge is the matter of concern here (Heise, 1951), organization and network level 

qualifications differentially impact organizational knowledge transfer (Raymond Van 

Wijk, 2008) and member-member communication is more concerned in this case 

(Andreas Schotter, 2009). 
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 Collective capability of an organization has been emphasized so much so far, 

but, the notion of individuality is even a matter or related concern as discussed above, 

the core reason is that when we talk of implicit knowledge then collectivism has no 

place here and specialized knowledge rests always within an individual, that is why 

intra-organizational knowledge transfer needs to give attention to individuals (Grant, 

1996), individual uniformity (Felin, 2007) and individual behavior (Gupta, 1991), in 

another study it was focussed that individual motivation, capability and opportunity are 

the key considerable factors (Argote , 2003) in intra-organizational knowledge transfer 

process and in the case of implicit knowledge it is something must be comprehended at 

the first place. In addition to it, the prioir experience and gained knowledge also affects 

the knowledge transfer process when we talk of individual; the experience gained in a 

task generates new knowledge (Cohen, 1990) and this knowledge helps individual in 

preforming same or similar task with more efficeincy and precision as it relates basically 

to member-task relationship. 

 As discussed earlier similarity in units helps the knowledge trasfer process (Darr, 

2000) within an organization, as compared to diss-similar groups as both the group 

memebers passes through certain or same experiences in different context and 

conditions and this similarity of repeated experience enables them to learn form one 

another experiences. 

Problems and Significant Factors affecting knowledge TRANSFER process 

1. Absorptive capacity of a unit and network positioning is needed to be considered 

as both of these are prone to change sharply (Tsai, 2001) 

2.  Motivation, its kinds  and inter/intra group effects in order to establish a 

streamline flow of knowledge across organization (Frey, 2000) 

3. Individual, Intrapersonal, social barriers, organizational politics and hierarchical 

interfaces based upon changing humana behaviour (Disterer, 2001)  

6. Conclusion 

 Intra-Organizational knowledge management has become a subject of sheer 

importance and increasing competitiveness, operating cost issues, mergers, 
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uncertainities, emerging risk factors have made it even more core, central and 

significant. The commodity of kings in this 21st century is not land, capital or assets but 

knowledge and the fast track progress pace can only be ascertained if knowledge 

generation, codification, retention and transfer is undertaken in a very well knitted, 

documented and systematized manner. 

Existing issues and questions 

 Knowledge is recognized as an initial and critical source of power that derives an 

organization and appears rare in the general working envronment (Hackney, 2005) so 

should the process of knowledge transfer be kept secret (Desouza, 2005) from 

shareholders, all employees etc., it difuses the level of optimism in knowledge 

generation and trnasfer process. 

 A sense of competition among different sub units has become a major challenge 

in managing intra-organizational knowledge and its trasnfer (Kogut B. a., 1993), 

especially when a large organization possesses sub units in different locations with 

unique strategic distinctiveness and roles. 

 For the better utility and usage of knowledge (Drucker P. , 1993), the process of 

categorization of knowledge is extremely important in order to understand the capability 

and operationalization of it, while most of the companies are not functionaly categorizing 

knowledge and it derails the codification process at intra-organizational knowledge 

manageemnt level. 

 The process of extracting knowledge from the knowledge workers (Kreiner, 2002) 

is indipensible when we discuss tacit knowledge but the documented system of 

collecting this knowledge is in its very initial phases that pictures the knowledge loss. 
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